Welcome! Contemplative Fire is a movement, a
community and an adventure, celebrating life in all its
fullness on the Way of Christ.

Dates for your diaries, prayers and networking
1 Ely Cathedral, Lady Chapel, Saturday 2 February, 2
5pm, Workshop and Gathering (this replaces the event originally
planned for this coming Saturday, 1 Dec). We are currently planning
and networking re this event; if you know anyone in the Cambridge
or Ely area who might be interested in this event or in the seeding of
CF small groups in the area, please let them know or let the CF office
know their contact details.
2 Following up on our variety of London events in the last few
weeks (last in the series  Gathering at St Ethelburga's, Bishopsgate,
this Sunday at 6pm), we have currently planned three more events in
the New Year: On Saturday 26 January, Pilgrimage to Now/here
awareness walk and input, connecting the churches of All Hallows by
the Tower and St Andrew, Holburn Circus together with a Thames
walk. Saturday 23 February, Sisters of Sion, Notting Hill, a day
exploring Christ consciousness, cohosted by Contemplative Fire and
Christians and the New Awareness (CANA). Saturday 1 March,
Pilgrimage to Now/here, again linking All Hallows by the Tower and
St Andrew, Holburn Circus together with a Thames walk. In addition
to the above, we are hoping to nurture some small CF groups and
hold another Gathering.
3 One of our primary ingredients in building the CF community is
the bimonthly series of Wisdom on the Way days which take place in
Oxfordshire and which include some teaching input and awareness
walk in natural beauty. These days are for those who have
committed to being Companions on the Way. For further details
about membership/Companions on the Way, please see The
Community Guide on our website. Wishing you health, wholeness
and conviviality
Philip
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